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Properties of layer-by-layer vector stochastic models of force fluctuations in granular materials

M. L. Nguyen and S. N. Coppersmith
The James Franck Institute and Department of Physics, The University of Chicago, 5640 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

~Received 16 November 1998!

We attempt to describe the stress distributions of granular packings using lattice-based layer-by-layer sto-
chastic models that satisfy the constraints of force and torque balance and nontensile forces at each site. The
inherent asymmetry in the layer-by-layer approach appears to lead to an asymmetric force distribution, in
disagreement with both experiments and general symmetry considerations. The vertical force component
probability distribution is robust and in agreement with predictions of the scalarq model of Liuet al. @Science
269, 513 ~1995!# and Coppersmithet al. @Phys. Rev. E53, 4673~1996!# while the distribution of horizontal
force components is qualitatively different and depends on the details of implementation.
@S1063-651X~99!13505-0#

PACS number~s!: 45.70.Cc, 46.65.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gaining an understanding of the inhomogeneous st
distribution in a granular packing is important both becau
of the insight it may yield into failure mechanisms and a
first step towards elucidating the dynamics of such syste
@3–14#. Although qualitative aspects of the inhomogeneit
have been known for some time@1,3,15–20#, quantitative
experiments have been performed only recently for cylind
cal packings of glass beads@21#, 2D arrangements of optica
fibers @16#, and shear cells of glass spheres@22#. These ex-
periments, together with numerical simulations@23–25#,
have yielded new insight into the nature of stress inhomo
neities. Various properties of the stress distributions are c
sistently observed both in two-@16,23,25# and three-
dimensional @1,21,24# systems. One such feature is th
P( f ), the probability of observing a forcef, decays exponen
tially with f for forces much larger than the mean@1,21,23#.

A statistical model for a single component of stress in
packing based on a layer-by-layer approach appears to
ture some features of the observed fluctuations@1,2#. In this
model, the disorder in the system leading to the creation
force chains, whether from the inhomogeneities in the pa
ing itself, variations in the size of the particles, or differenc
in material properties, is encapsulated in a set of rand
variables labeledqi j which determine the fraction of th
stress component that is transferred from an elementi of the
packing to a neighboring elementj. In @1# and @2#, these
fractions are chosen randomly from probability distributio
consistent with the constraint of force balance with the
sumption that theq’s at different sites are uncorrelated. Co
relatedq models have also been investigated@26,27#. The
layer-by-layer structure enables analytic progress on cha
terizing the force distributions. The predicted exponential
cay in the probability distribution for large values of th
stress component is in qualitative agreement with experim
tal and simulation results.

The q model is scalar: it ignores the contributions th
balancing the remaining stress components and torque
have in determining the weight redistribution and yields
information on their probability distributions. Investigatio
of correlations between fluctuations of shear and of comp
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~5!/5870~11!/$15.00
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sion effects, processes that are important in understan
failure, are not possible with this model. Moreover, thou
the q model successfully describes the stress fluctuation
simple geometries where the large-scale stresses are spa
constant, if applied to situations where stress varies o
long scales, it predicts that these variations should obe
diffusion equation, in disagreement with experiment@6,11#.
These shortcomings have led several groups to exam
stress fluctuations in models that incorporate vector for
@28–32#.

The generalization of the scalarq model to vector forces
is an important step in the understanding of fluctuatio
about locally averaged quantities calculated using continu
theories. Claudinet al. @12# have investigated the connectio
between the lattice-basedq model and the ‘‘light-cone’’ con-
tinuum equations of Bouchaudet al. @9# by examining con-
tinuum equations with randomness. This connection is
trivial. In addition to subtleties encountered when one ta
the continuum limit of stochastic models, Claudinet al. ex-
pose an important complication that arises when signific
randomness is introduced into their continuum equation
the occurrence of tensile forces. They interpret this res
quite reasonably, as indicating that the granular mate
must rearrange. However, the materials should eventu
reach a state at which the load should be supported an
the forces nontensile. It is unclear how to describe this s
using their approach. Generalization of the lattice-ba
models provides another means of approaching the issu

Describing the system using random variables subjec
the constraints of force balance at each site and no ten
forces provides a mechanism by which more realistic vec
models may be based. Vector models in this spirit have b
proposed by Eloy and Cle´ment@28# and Socolar@29#. Com-
mon to the proposals is the propagation of forces downw
in the packing in a layer-by-layer fashion starting at a lo
applied at its top.

In this paper we present our attempts to construct a la
by-layer vector force model. We find that serious fundam
tal problems arise from attempts to describe vector fo
fluctuations using simple generalizations of theq model. In
particular, we find that it is very difficult to construct a sto
chastic model that leads to isotropic force fluctuations a
satisfies the constraints of force and torque balance with n
5870 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 5871PROPERTIES OF LAYER-BY-LAYER VECTOR . . .
tensile forces. By symmetry, isotropy of these fluctuations
expected when a system is both prepared and compre
isotropically; moreover, Muethet al. @21# demonstrate ex-
perimentally that subjecting a granular system to a load le
to a stress fluctuation distribution that appears to be iso
pic. The difficulty arises because of the inherent asymme
in the formulation of a layer-by-layer vector model. At th
individual site level, we see the possibility of the creation
large-magnitude horizontal output forces that are indep
dent of the input forces and torque. The layer-by-layer str
ture does not allow for an intrinsic mechanism of remov
leading the most natural formulations of the model to ha
horizontal forces that appear to grow without bound as
system depth is increased. Incorporating cutoffs on the fo
magnitudes appears necessary to achieve any set of re
able force redistributions. We find the probability distrib
tions of vertical forces are insensitive to the cutoffs while t
probability distributions of horizontal forces are depend
on their form. Thus, these cutoffs do not appear to prese
solution to the underlying pathology of the model.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II defines
model we investigate. We consider the redistribution
forces at a single site and discuss the difficulties that may
seen even at this level. Section III describes the proces
redistributing forces through a lattice including our strateg
for limiting the magnitudes of the forces generated by
redistribution algorithm. Section IV reports the results of t
statistics of the forces obtained for various choices of
coefficient of friction m and force cutoffs, illustrating the
inherent asymmetry and cutoff dependence. Section V c
pares the results to experiment. Appendix A describes m
ods used to increase the efficiency of generating force re
tributions. Appendix B discusses exactly solvable four-s
lattice configurations used to gain insight into strategies
could be used to construct isotropic models.

II. MODEL

A. Force balance at a site

As in the scalar version of theq model @1,2#, we assume
that the essential features of the disorder in a granular p
ing can be described using random variables. The choic
these variables is constrained by the requirements of sat
ing force and torque balance as well as the requirement
the forces be nontensile. We describe below the specific
resentation of random variables that we have employed.
the model to be considered useful, the probability distrib
tions of vertical and horizontal force components should
be sensitive to the details of these choices.

In our implementation of a layer-by-layer vector mod
we assume the topology of the packing is that of a modifi
regular two-dimensional triangular lattice of discs, as sho
in Fig. 1. Forces are introduced at the top of the lattice a
are propagated downwards with ‘‘input’’ forces at a site ar
ing from the two neighbors in the layer above and the res
ing ‘‘output’’ forces being passed on to the two neighbo
below. Sites on the same layer do not transfer force betw
one another. In an arbitraryN row by M column lattice, the
j th site in thei th layer transmits its leftward output to th
site j 21( j ) on the i 11 layer and its rightward toj ( j 11)
for odd ~even! i.
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We have chosen to parameterize the redistribution
forces at a site by randomly chosen contact angles and e
tive friction coefficients. Figure 2 shows a schematic of t
forces acting on a site. The contact anglesw l ,r determine the
direction of the output normal forcesFl ,r to the left and right
neighbors, respectively, and are chosen from the inte
(0,p/2). The effective friction coefficientsh l ,r determine the
direction and magnitude of the output tangential forces a

FIG. 1. A triangular lattice is used to approximate a 2D granu
packing in order to assign depth in site and neighboring sites. L
connecting sites indicate that a transfer of force occurs betw
them. Sites on the same layer are not connected. Site (i , j ) is labeled
along with its neighboring sites.

FIG. 2. Schematic of forces at a site for the vector model. In
forces are from the neighboring sites above and output forces
from the sites below. The frictional forces have magnitude equa
f l ,r5mh l ,rFl ,r , whereFl ,r is the normal force, and are shown i
the 1h direction. The anglesw l ,r indicate the contact angle be
tween the site and the output neighbors. The parametersw l ,r and
h l ,r are chosen randomly, consistent with the constraints of fo
and torque balance, nontensile forces, anduh l ,r u<1.
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FIG. 3. Slices of configuration space of contact anglesw l ,r and effective friction coefficienth r . The maximum coefficient of static
friction m has been set to 1 to exaggerate the features. A sample of 10 000 points were randomly chosen with uniform probabil
interval @0,p/2#3@0,p/2#. Points that satisfied the nontensile and frictional constraints, Eqs.~5!, are shown. Boundaries of the valid regio
are labeled. TheC50 boundary where large horizontal forces are generated is found forh r<0 but not forh r.0.
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are chosen from the interval@21,1#. The magnitude of the
tangential forcef d (d5 l ,r ) varies from@0,umhdFdu# with
m being the coefficient of static friction. Positive values
hd have tangential forcef d contributing to the balancing o
the vertical force component at a site in conjunction with
paired normalFd , while negative values have the tangent
force in opposition to the paired normal. The tangen
forces contribute to the torqueGR at a site and are assume
to occur at the same distanceR from its center of mass. The
constraints imposed by force and torque balance and the
tensile force requirement will place further restrictions on
allowed range of the random variables.

In any stationary packing, the individual sites must sati
force and torque balance:

Fx
in52Fl~cosw l2mh l sinw l !1Fr~cosw r2mh r sinw r !,

~1a!

Fy
in5Fl~sinw l2mh l sinw l !1Fl~ sinw r2mh r sinw r !,

~1b!

G in5m~h lFl2h rFr !, ~1c!

where the total input force components and torque are g
by the sum of the normal and frictional forces from neig
boring sites in the layer above:

Fx
in5~Fl

in!x1~Fr
in!x , ~2a!

Fy
in5~Fl

in!y1~Fr
in!y , ~2b!

G in5G l
in1G r

in . ~2c!

Only the total input force and torque enter into Eqs.~1! as
these are fixed values arising from the propagation of for
in the previous layer. Because of torque balance, Eq.~1c!,
the h ’s are not independent—h l may be written in terms of
l
l

n-
e

y

n
-

s

h r ~or vice versa!. The number of independently chosen ra
dom variables is reduced to three.

Solving for the output normal forces yields:

Fl5
1

C
$Fx

in@sinw r1mh r~cosw l1cosw r !#

2Fy
in@cosw r1mh r~sinw l2sinw r !#

1G in@cos~w l1w r !2mh r sin~w l1w r !#%, ~3a!

Fr5
1

C
@2Fx

in sinw l2Fy
in cosw l1G in#, ~3b!

where

C52mh r@11cos~w l1w r !#2sin~w l1w r !. ~4!

The asymmetry between the forms ofFl andFr is due to the
choice of designatingh r as a random statistical variable.

The force redistribution is considered valid if, for the va
ues ofw l ,r andh r chosen,

Fl ,r>0 ~nontensile constraint!, ~5a!

uh l u<1 ~Newtonian friction!. ~5b!

Figure 3 shows the valid region of contact angle-effect
friction coefficient configuration space for a vertical inp
force with positive and negative values ofh r . The formal-
ism for choosingh l as a random variable instead ofh r is
similar.

B. Difficulties arising at a site

Even at the single-site level, we may encounter diffic
ties in the redistribution and propagation of forces. One p
sibility is that the input forces and torque may be such t
no valid redistribution can occur. Although the force a
torque balance equations always yield solutions for the
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puts in any randomly chosen configuration of angles a
friction, the additional nontensile and frictional constrain
may severely limit the number that may be realized. Ty
cally, we see that the configuration space is significantly
duced if the net input force is largely horizontal or if th
input torque is large relative to the input normal and fr
tional forces.

A more serious difficulty arises because large magnit
output forces can be generated irrespective of the magni
of the input force. To illustrate this problem, we write th
force balance at a site, given by Eqs.~1!, schematically as

Fin5M ~w l ,w r ,h r !Fnormal
out , ~6!

which has the solution

Fnormal
out 5M21Fin. ~7!

The factorC from Eq. ~4! is the determinant of the matri
M :

C[detM . ~8!

As Fl ,r}C21, large magnitude normal forces will be gene
ated wheneverC approaches zero.C depends only on the
choice of random variables and is independent of the in
force.

Exactly at theC50 boundary, the output forces sum ve
torially to zero—no force balance is possible. This bound
occurs at values ofw l ,r andh r<0 satisfying

cos~w l1w r !5
12~mh r !

2

11~mh r !
2

. ~9!

The boundary can be clearly seen in Fig. 3~a!. Although the
boundary itself does not yield solutions, regions of config
ration space exist near it that do yield valid solutions
which uCu is very small. In these regions the output forc
almost cancel, requiring large magnitude normal forces
order to satisfy any equilibrium condition for nonzero inp
values. Because the input force is designated as origina
from the neighboring sites from the layer above, an asym
try exists between vertical and horizontal components. T
vertical components of the output forces are bounded
magnitude by the fixed vertical component of the input wh
the horizontal components of the leftward and rightward o
puts acting in opposition to each other are essentially
bounded. This effect can easily be seen in the nonfrictio
case for a purely vertical input force: as shown in Fig. 4,
the angle of both output forces approach the horizontal,
magnitude of those forces must increase so that their ver
components will balance the input. The frictional case
similar, though the addition of tangential forces complica
the picture slightly.

The vector model proposed by Eloy and Cle´ment @28#
also suffers from this pathology although the mechan
may not be as obvious due to their choice of parameter
tion. Socolar’s model@29# requires the forces to lie in a 45
cone about the vertical and, therefore, only considers n
negative values of friction~as interpreted by our model!. As
a result, it does not generate these large forces but at the
of imposing severe limits on the magnitude of horizon
components. We discuss this issue in more detail below
d
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III. METHODS

A. Force redistribution through a lattice

Our algorithm for generating large lattices redistribut
the forces at individual sites starting from a normally distr
uted vertical load applied on the top layer of sites and p
ceeding downward into the lattice layer by layer. All sites
a layer are processed before proceeding to the next l
down. Contact anglesw l ,r and an effective friction coeffi-
cient, eitherh l or h r , at a site are randomly chosen with
their respective intervals using a uniform deviate and a tes
made to determine whether the resulting force redistribut
satisfies the necessary nontensile and frictional constrain
the constraints are not met, new sets of random variables
the site are chosen until all requirements are satisfied.

Failure in lattice generation occurs when the input forc
and torque at a site cannot be redistributed within a reas
able sampling of the contact angles-effective friction coe
cient configuration space. Reasonable has been defined
sampling of 25 000 uniformly distributed points in the spac
A larger sampling size did not increase the lattice yield s
nificantly. Furthermore, some input force configurations
not have any valid redistributions. In our simulation, if n
valid redistribution for a site is found, lattice generation
terminated and restarted with another random number s
While encountered mainly when friction has been appli
we find that nonfrictional cases may also suffer from th
behavior. The rate of failure increases with lattice size a
coefficient of static frictionm. However, techniques de
scribed in Appendix A can be used to increase the yield.

B. Implementation of limits on force magnitude

As discussed above, large horizontal forces can be ge
ated at a single site. However, we consider the possib
that the lattice structure may be self-limiting so that the

FIG. 4. Even for a site with a purely vertical input force in th
absence of friction, the output forces must increase significantl
magnitude as both output angles approach the horizontal. Bec
the horizontal force components in the outputs are in oppositio
each other, they may grow without bound while the vertical co
ponents are limited in magnitude by the input. We see this gro
from a small magnitude to a large magnitude for the same vert
input force. Values ofC from Eq. ~4! for each case areC45°5
21, C26.6°520.8, andC14°520.47.
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5874 PRE 59M. L. NGUYEN AND S. N. COPPERSMITH
fect of large magnitude horizontal forces will be restricted
small neighborhoods surrounding the generating site. O
possible mechanism would be the cancellation occurring
site with left and right input neighbors both contributing th
type of force. However, as shown below, we find that t
generation of a cancellation pair is unlikely enough that th
large forces build up and propagate in our lattices.

Having failed to identify an intrinsic means to limit th
production and transmission of large magnitude horizon
forces, we impose various cutoff schemes to attempt to g
erate sets of realistic force distributions. The choice of o
form of implementation over another is somewhat arbitra
Consequently, several cutoff schemes have been im
mented to observe the influence they exert on the resu
force distributions.

The first cutoff scheme we implement is the simplest:
magnitude of each normal force at a site may not excee
specified value. The second scheme is to limit the allow
angles to prevent exploration of theC50 boundary. This
method is similar to the Eloy and Cle´ment model@28# which
has fixed angles. By restricting the range of available ang
this type of limit serves to reduce the volume of configu
tion space available for redistribution and can exclude
gions that form large magnitude horizontal forces. Our th
scheme is a soft cutoff scheme based on the assumptio
contact energies between sites following a Boltzmann-
distribution. This choice is clearly arbitrary as the system
not thermal. For simplicity, the lattice is modeled as a la
of spheres whose centers lie on the same plane~contact to-
pology is therefore equivalent to discs! and elastic theory
@33# is used to calculate the energyU within the contacts
between these spheres:

U5A~s,E,R!F5/3, ~10!

whereF is the normal force between the sites in contact a
A is a function of the material properties~Poisson’s ratios
and Young’s modulusE) and radiusR of the spheres. We
assume that the probability that a contact has an energU
follows an exponential distribution,

P~U !5
1

U0
e2U/U0, ~11!

whereU0 is is an arbitrarily assigned average contact ener

C. Generation of datasets

For each coefficient of frictionm and force cutoff con-
figuration a set of 1000 horizontally periodic lattices of 1
rows by 100 columns with an applied load of 1000 N~the
unit is arbitrarily applied for the benefit of the applied limit!
is generated and averaged over to yield the probability
tributions of vertical and horizontal force components. T
load is distributed on the top layer via a normal distributi
centered about the average force of 10 N with a stand
deviation of 5 N. Normalization of both the vertical and ho
zontal force components is performed relative to the aver
vertical force~10 N! imposed on a site by the load on th
system. The lattice size is chosen to minimize computatio
time as the failure rate~number of lattices that failed to ru
to completion divided by number of lattices started! in lattice
e
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generation grew significantly with increased vertical size
spite the measures taken to increase overall yield descr
in Appendix A. However, as convergence of the distributio
proves to be fairly rapid, larger lattices are unnecessary.

Data sets with static coefficients of frictionm50, m
50.1, andm50.2 under various cutoff schemes are us
Configurations form50 andm50.2 are also generated with
out an applied force cutoff in order to demonstrate the
cessity of cutoff implementation. In setting the sharp for
cutoff, upper limits of 50 N and 100 N are set on the norm
forces. Angle cutoffs are implemented for a range about
to simulate a triangular packing. For the soft cutoff, Eq.~11!,
we use the values based on the physical properties of s
lime-silica float glass (s50.23, E57.231010 Pa) assum-
ing a radius R of 1.75 mm, yielding A(s,E,R)51.5
31027 J N25/3 for Eq. ~10!. Total input energies of 1 and 5
J are considered, leading toU05531025 J andU052.5
31024 J, respectively.

IV. RESULTS

We find the probability distributionP(v) of normalized
vertical forcesv shows remarkable robustness and appear
be independent of the coefficient of frictionm and of choices
of large force cutoff. In contrast, the probability distributio
P(h) of normalized horizontal forcesh exhibits changes in
functional form with variation in bothm and with cutoff
choice. Horizontal forces, in general, are of larger magnitu
than vertical forces.

Convergence of the probability distributions of norma
ized vertical force componentv is fairly rapid, on the order
of 10 rows.P(v) versus depth in lattice is shown in Fig. 5~a!
for a nonfrictional, sharp cutoff limit configuration. Simila
results for P(v) are seen for all generated configuratio
with little variation in functional form; the distributions a
row 100 are shown in Fig. 5~b! with the symbol key for the
various configurations shown in Table I. An exponential t
for P(v) is seen for larger values ofv and a ‘‘dip’’ in P(v)
is seen for small values ofv. The observedP(v) is very
similar to that obtained from the scalarq model with uniform
q distribution for anN52 ~two-dimensional! system@2#,

P~v !54v2e22v. ~12!

The distributions ofq values describing the redistribution o
the vertical forces, shown in Fig. 6, are nearly uniform w
a slight increase in probability near values of 0 and 1
compared to 0.5 form50 and a decrease whenm.0. In
addition, configurations withm.0 in the vector model do
allow for q values outside the range@0,1# due to mostly
horizontal normal forces with a correspondingh,0. The net
vertical component of the input force at a site is still ke
positive. For themÞ0 configurations examined, roughl
5–20% of theq values are found to lie outside the rang
@0,1#, with a smaller fraction found in more restrictive forc
cutoff configurations and a larger fraction for less restrict
cutoffs. Nonfrictional (m50) configurations all haveq val-
ues lying in the range@0,1#.

In contrast to the vertical force distributionP(v), the
probability distributionP(h) of normalized horizontal force
componenth shows great variation in form with changes
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FIG. 5. ~a! Probability distributionP(v) of normalized vertical forcev at increasing depths of a nonfrictional (m50) lattice. Force limit
has been arbitrarily set to 100 N~unnormalized! for normal forces. Convergence occurs fairly rapidly~within ;10 layers!. Similar results
are seen for other values ofm and force cutoff configurations.~b! Probability distributionsP(v) for normalized vertical forcev at depth 100
for various values ofm and force cutoff configurations. The symbols are defined in Table I. Functional form of the distributions is inv
with respect to configuration. The force distributions are very similar to that of the scalarq model withN52, shown as the solid line, which
is appropriate for this geometry@2#.
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the imposed force limit. We first examine theP(h) distribu-
tions for lattice sets with no imposed force cutoff andm
50 andm50.2, shown in Fig. 7. We see the distributions
spreading toward larger values ofh as we progress deeper
into the lattice whileP(v) remains bounded and robust.
Whenm50, P(h) converges, but at values of the horizonta
force much greater than the vertical force, as seen in F
7~a!. We find that this convergence is mainly due to a de
crease in the number of valid solutions of force and torqu
balance, Eqs.~1!, that satisfy the nontensile and frictional
constraints given by Eqs.~5! as the ratio of input force com-
ponentsFx

in/Fy
in grows larger. Although this process appear

to provide an intrinsic limit on forces, it results in physically
unreasonable values of force and fails altogether to limit th
magnitude of horizontal forces whenm.0. The addition of
friction greatly enhances the anisotropy—the generation
large horizontal forces in configurations without friction only
occurs at nearly horizontal values ofw l ,r , while the addition
of friction allows for the generation to occur for a large
region of angles. More precisely, theC50 boundary form
50 occurs only at

w l1w r50, ~13!

while it varies form50.2 according to

TABLE I. Symbol key for Figs. 5~b!, 6, and 8~b!, which are
plots consisting of various configurations of coefficient of stati
friction m values and force cutoff schemes.
l
g.
-
e

s

e

f

FIG. 6. Histogram ofql values describing the redistribution o
the vertical component of force for various values ofm and force
cutoff configurations at a depth of 100 rows, denoting the fract
of weight supported by the leftward neighbor of a site. Symb
used are the same as for Fig. 5~b! ~defined in Table I! except only
the larger, less restrictive cutoff values are used~sharp cutoff at 100
N and soft cutoff with 5 J!. Bin sizeDq is 0.04 and the result is
placed at the right edge of the bin. The distribution is nearly u
form except for a slight increase in probability near values of 0 a
1 as compared to 0.5. for nonfrictional configurations and a sli
decrease when friction is present. Because of the admission of
tion in the vector model,q values outside of the range@0,1# are
possible as frictional forces may cause a contact to have an up
net force. Roughly 5–20% ofq’s in mÞ0 configurations are found
to lie outside the range@0,1# with a smaller number found for more
restrictive force cutoff configurations and a larger number for l
restrictive cutoffs. Nonfrictional (m50) configurations all haveq
values lying in the range@0,1#.
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FIG. 7. Results for lattices without imposed force cutoff. We see that the probability distributionP(h) for normalized horizontal forces
h broadens and shifts toward larger values ofh with depth whileP(v) for normalized vertical forcesv remains unchanged. The distributio
P(h) in the nonfrictional (m50) case appears to converge after about 100 layers, reaching an upper limit of^h&/^v&;5.5, as shown in the
inset. The distribution does not widen any further—for largeFx

in/Fy
in ratios at individual sites, no valid solutions of force and torque balan

Eqs. ~1!, under the constraint of nontensile forces, Eq.~5a!, exist. Although this appears to be an intrinsic limit, it results in physica
unreasonable values of force and is far less effective whenm.0. Results shown in~b! demonstrate that the addition of friction great
enhances the anisotropy. Lattice generation with friction present was limited to five rows due to an increased rate of failure. Deep
are possible; however, the number of points sampled in configuration space increases significantly.
ce
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0<w l1w r<22.6°. ~14!

The rapid growth in the magnitude ofh values prevents the
generation of large frictional lattices without imposed for
cutoffs to take place in a reasonable amount of time. Whe
sharp cutoff in the normal force is imposed, the probabi
distribution P(h), as seen in Fig. 8~a! cuts off abruptly,
a

which is unlikely to be realized in a physical packing. Th
use of angle cutoffs was unsatisfactory as lattice genera
for this scheme was consistently terminated due to an
being driven to the cutoff values due to our choice of para
eterization and random value selection. Configurations
tained using the soft cutoff from Eq.~11!, shown in Fig. 8~b!,
exhibit differing functional forms for the probability distri
ing,
s can be
re

f

FIG. 8. ~a! Probability distributionP(h) of normalized horizontal forceh at increasing depths for a nonfrictional (m50) lattice. The
normalization factor used is the same as for the vertical component of force. Force limit has been arbitrarily set to 100 N~unnormalized! for
normal forces and the distribution terminates abruptly nearh510 ~100 N!. The distribution has not converged and appears to be widen
indicating the average horizontal force is increasing with depth. The functional form is unlike the vertical and is on a larger scale, a
seen in the inset.~b! Probability distributionP(h) at depth 100 for various values ofm and force cutoff configurations. Symbols used a
the same as for Fig. 5~b! ~defined in Table I!. Functional form varies with the imposed limits. WhileP(h) curves for the sharp cutof
terminate ath55 andh510, those for the soft cutoff Boltzmann-like limits do not.
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FIG. 9. Grayscale plots of representative 100 by 100 lattices for theq model with uniformq distribution and the vector model withm
50.2 and a sharp cutoff of 100 N for normal forces. A load of 1000 N has been applied at the top of the lattices. The darkness or b
of a site corresponds to the magnitude of the normalized force component. Normalized force components with magnitudes grea
have been clipped at 5. Both the vertical and horizontal force components are normalized by the same value. The qualitative
between the two components for the vector model are readily apparent; the horizontal fluctuations are of a much larger scale
‘‘V’’-shaped chains reminiscent of light cones, while the vertical fluctuations resemble those found in theq model.
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force
bution as the cutoff is changed, with broadening occurring
the tail with increased input energy. For small values ofh,
the distribution appears to be unaffected by changes in
choice of cutoff. Increasingm serves to broaden the distr
bution P(h). As force components are normalized by t
same factor, it can be readily seen that the scale of horizo
forces is larger than the vertical as shown in the inset of F
8~a!. A grayscale plot of the forces on a representat
sample lattice withm50.2 and a sharp cutoff at 100 N i
shown in Fig. 9. It is obvious that the vertical and horizon
force fluctuations differ qualitatively.

Thus, although the imposition of force limits results
horizontal force distributions that do not diverge as the de
is increased, these limits serve only to mask the diverg
behavior of the model: the distribution of forces expands
fill the space allowed and the distribution of horizontal forc
exhibits a strong dependence on the choice of cutoff sch
and value.

V. DISCUSSION

The layer-by-layer vector model that we have investiga
to model forces in granular packings yields vertical and ho
zontal force probability distributions that are of differe
functional forms and scales, in contrast with the recent m
surements by Muethet al. @21#. Moreover, while the distri-
bution of vertical forces is robust, the distribution of horizo
tal forces depends on the details of our implementation.

The asymmetry seen in the force distributions is a refl
tion of the vertical-horizontal asymmetry inherent in any u
directional layer-by-layer model. At the level of individua
elements, we see that large-magnitude horizontal forces
generated. As these forces accumulate, the resulting p
t

he

tal
.
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ability distribution of horizontal force components is nat
rally skewed toward larger values. In contrast, large verti
forces are not generated. The imposition of limits on t
vertical forces by the applied load and the nontensile fo
constraint is sufficient to limit the magnitude of that forc
component. The horizontal component has no similar c
straints except those arbitrarily imposed by our cut
schemes.

This behavior is apparent in other implementations
layer-by-layer models despite differing choices in parame
ization and configuration. Eloy and Cle´ment @28# model the
packing by assuming a monodisperse 2D array of hard
inders arranged in a triangular lattice. The angle of cont
between cylinders in neighboring layers is fixed at sligh
less than 60° measured with respect to the horizontal.
redistribution of forces at a cylinder is parameterized by
coefficient of frictionm and the difference in value of th
horizontal force components transferred to the neighbor
sites in the row below,p. They clearly note that for certain
values ofm, valid values ofp are unreasonably large in mag
nitude and an arbitrary cutoff, restricting the parameter sp
to be far away from this divergent region, is imposed. So
lar’s a model @29# represents the packing with a lattice
square cells with net normal forces, couples~torques!, and
tangential forces represented on each edge. The redist
tion of forces at a cell is parametrized by a triplet of valu
(a0 ,a1 ,a2) that are used to couple the torque and for
balance. The distribution of net forces at every site is
stricted to be in a downward cone opening at 45° by cons
ering only frictional forces acting in conjunction~the same
direction vertically! with normal forces. This restriction
guarantees successful lattice generation but renders the
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fluctuations anisotropic by construction—the magnitude
the horizontal force components is artificially limited to le
than that of the vertical. We believe that widening the co
by including frictional forces in opposition to normal force
would lead to the divergent behavior of horizontal for
components.

Transmission of information regarding the production
large-magnitude forces upwards into the already proces
portion of the lattice is a mechanism missing in layer-b
layer models that could serve as a means of suppres
large-magnitude forces. To illustrate this point, Fig.
shows the breakup of a large horizontal force into upwa
and downward-traveling components. In addition to reduc
the magnitude of a single force that would have otherw
persisted, this process yields an upward force component
may instigate a rearrangement which then causes a new
distribution of forces in the layers above and allows the s
generating the force to ‘‘relax’’ to a less stressful configu
tion or generate a loop that isolates the force chain. One m
consider some sort of feedback mechanism to enable co
tive rearrangements and redistribution of forces to be ma
Implementation of a feedback mechanism within the cont
of a layer-by-layer method is not a trivial matter. While
pseudofeedback mechanism~see Appendix A! is used in the
generation of the sets of lattices analyzed here and serve
purpose of increasing the likelihood of finding an allowab
configuration, it still maintains the downward propagation
actual force information.

Identification of redistribution rules that enable the ge
eration of more realistic force distributions would make s
tistical models an attractive alternative to molecular dyna
ics ~MD! for gaining insight into the nature o
inhomogeneous forces in granular media. As configurati
are generated without the need for a full-scale dynam
simulation, the advantage to such models is analogous to
obtained in statistical mechanics when one uses the erg
hypothesis@34#. However, the integration of results from
MD and experiment will be necessary to identify the ru
for vector forces that accurately reflect their behavior in r
granular materials.

In summary, the intrinsic asymmetry of layer-by-lay
vector models results in asymmetries in force distributio
that are not seen in experiment. This failure of the mo
indicates that constructing a statistical characterization

FIG. 10. Schematic of feedback arising from a large horizon
force. The left-hand side shows the force propagation as im
mented in layer-by-layer models. The right-hand side demonstr
how the force could be broken into upward- and downwa
traveling components.
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vector force transmission in granular media requires a be
understanding of the vectorial nature of force redistributio
taking into account explicitly the symmetry properties of t
medium.
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APPENDIX A: PSEUDOFEEDBACK AND INCREASED
LATTICE YIELD

The generation of a sufficiently large set of lattices
essential in performing any reasonable statistical analysi
the force distribution in the model. In theq model, valid
redistribution of force at a site is guaranteed because
constraints on the choices ofq’s are independent of the forc
acting at a given site. In the vector model proposed here
well as in @28# and @29#, the set of random statistical var
ables allowed at a site is dependent on the force acting u
it, as can be seen by Eqs.~3! and ~5! for calculating the
output normal forces and checking the nontensile constra
respectively. We choose to select the set of random statis
variables for a site, test to see if the constraints are met,
discard and reselect a new set of variables if the constra
are not satisfied. Although seemingly inefficient, this meth
is far simpler than encapsulating the nontensile and frict
constraints within the choice of random variables. The la
of a guaranteed redistribution configuration is the root ca
of the failure in lattice generation in the vector models w
examined.

We may reduce the rate of incidence of failure if we c
ensure that the inputs at the sites in the layer below
currently are being redistributed will be able to support va
force redistributions themselves. We do this by incorporat
a simple check in the selection process for the statist
variablesw l ,r and h l ,r for neighboring sites in the sam
layer. If a valid redistribution is not possible, then all sites
the row are subjected to a new redistribution. We may ext
this process to an arbitrary number of resulting layers
though this may significantly increase the memory requ
ments for computation in addition to complicating the laye
by-layer algorithm. The essence of this requirement is
capture the flavor of feedback and rearrangement, albeit i
imprecise manner. However, we have no guarantees th
valid configuration will be possible.

This pseudofeedback~PFB! addition was set to a depth o
two layers in the process of generating the lattices use
this paper. Typically, most difficulties in redistribution ma
be resolved with a one-layer PFB, as this provides an imm
diate check for input forces leading to a valid redistributio
However, these valid redistributions may lead to an inva
input force on the next layer down, a less likely but st
significant cause of failure. The implementation of a seco
layer for the PFB resolves this issue and allows for the v
majority of lattices for our configurations of friction an
force cutoff to run to completion. Using PFB beyond tw
layers increases the yield, but not significantly.
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APPENDIX B: CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT FOR
SYMMETRIC LATTICES: FOUR-SITE LATTICES

We have examined exactly solvable lattice configuratio
to study the interaction between force-balanced sites to
insight into how large-magnitude forces may persist in
lattice and what methods beyond externally imposed fo
limits exist to prevent or remove them. Although they do n
offer any statistical information, these configurations of
further insight into the nature of the generation and propa
tion of large magnitude horizontal forces by allowing grea
control over the parameters governing the forces in a pac
than is found in a stochastic layer-by-layer approach.

We find that four-site lattices represent the smallest me
ingful unit of study. The two configurations that maintain t
coordination number four are the two-layer triangular latt
and the quadrilateral shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectiv
We examine both horizontally periodic and fixed-wall cas

1. Two-layer triangular lattice

Placing the sites in the familiar triangular lattice shown
Fig. 11, vertical forces are applied to each site. Becaus

FIG. 11. Schematic of the four-site triangular lattice. Extern
vertical forces have been applied to each site. The configuratio
made periodic by connecting sites 1 and 4 as shown. Indexin
the contact angles and effective friction coefficients refer to the s
in contact~i.e., w13 is the contact angle between sites 1 and 3!. As
angles are measured with respect to the horizontal,w i j 5w j i .
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the symmetry of the system, two angles and a single inte
friction coefficient are sufficient to specify the redistributio
of forces for the internal contacts. Assuming that the kno
angles arew13 andw23 and the known friction coefficient is
given byh[h13, the normal forces for the periodic case a

F135F3
in cosw23$sin~w131w23!

1mh@11cos~w131w23!#%
21, ~B1a!

F235F13@cosw132mh~sinw132sinw23!#/cosw23,
~B1b!

F245F13@cosw132mh~sinw132sinw24!#/cosw24,
~B1c!

F145F13@cosw132mh~sinw132sinw14!#/cosw14,
~B1d!

wherew14 andw24 are defined implicitly by

l
is
of
s

FIG. 12. Schematic of the four-site quadrilateral lattice. Exter
vertical forces have been applied to each site. The configuratio
made periodic by connecting sites on the same vertical laye
shown~site 1 to site 2, site 3 to site 4!. Contact angles are measure
by their deviation from a square~i.e., w12 is the deviation from the
horizontal,w13 is the deviation from the vertical, andw i j 52w j i ).
F3
in

F2
in

5
cosw24$sin~w131w23!1mh@11cos~w131w23!#%

cosw13sin~w231w24!1mhH cosw23@11cos~w231w24!#2
sin~w231w24!

sinw132sinw23
J , ~B2a!

F1
in

F3
in

5
cosw23$sin~w131w14!1mh@11cos~w131w14!#%

cosw14$sin~w131w23!1mh@11cos~w131w23!#%
. ~B2b!
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Assuming uniform vertical inputs, the periodic case a
mits solutions near the single-siteC50 boundary with the
balancing of external forces remaining perfectly satisfi
while the magnitudes of the internal normal and friction
forces grow unbounded. A similar result exists in the no
uniform case once external force and torque balance is ta
into account.
-

d
l
-
en

The fixed horizontal boundaries case is derived by disc
necting sites 1 and 4 and fixing the direction of the norm
forces to be normal to the wall. As the magnitude of the s
of the horizontal components of each normal and frictio
force for each contact must be equal, any restriction place
the wall ~i.e., loading! will place limits on the internal redis-
tribution. By removing the asymmetry of loading in this co
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figuration, we can prevent the formation of the large mag
tude forces. However, we must be able to specify all
forces along the boundary of the system. If we are only giv
the vertical loading, then any restrictions placed on the h
zontal force component will be arbitrary.

This result may indicate that successful implementation
probabilistic vector models of force fluctuations requires b
ter understanding of the role of the boundaries. This ques
is also crucial to understanding whether the equations un
lying these force distributions are elliptic or hyperbolic@12#.

2. Quadrilateral lattice

The quadrilateral configuration shown in Fig. 12 offe
the advantage of having a ‘‘rotational’’ symmetry lacking
both the single-site and triangular lattice configurations.
have implemented an explicit loop to observe its effect
the internal force redistributions and obtain insight into t
role of this symmetry in the system.

We apply vertical external forces to each site. Perio
boundary conditions are created by pairing the horizon
oli
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inputs of sites on the same vertical ‘‘level’’ so that they a
equal in magnitude and have friction coefficients acting
each site of the pair equally and oppositely. Although t
equations of force balance for the system are easily deriv
valid configurations are more readily determined nume
cally. Unbounded horizontal force solutions are supported
the redistribution pair consists of the periodic horizontal a
the internal force connecting same-level sites. The inter
loop prevents these forces from being passed between v
cal levels due to the direction of the tangential friction
forces within the loop being prevented from aligning a
versely in neighboring loop sites.

The addition of fixed horizontal boundaries leads to
sults similar to the triangular lattice configuration. We s
that the introduction of internal symmetry to the system
not enough—we are still subject to the effects of an ext
nally imposed asymmetry. However, we do gain the abi
to isolate the effects, in this case over a layer, as oppose
its propagation throughout the system.
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